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here is a wide range of external advisors that managing
partners, department heads and other senior law firm
managers and leaders can turn to. The choice depends 

on the nature of the support being sought. a coach might help 
through a period of change, a non-executive director might be 
appropriate for on going guidance on strategy or governance, 
consultants are often engaged to work on specific projects, and 
they may be specialists in particular areas and will often be ‘hands 
on’ rather than just advisory.

so why might a “critical friend” be of use to a law firm, what is it, 
and do we need another type of external advisor?

a critical friend is like having your best friend or a close sibling 
working with you.  They praise when things go well, commiserate 
when they don’t, suggest ways forward when you are struggle to 
work out what to do, tell you that your ideas are good or daft and 
caution against taking actions that may be ill advised. above all 
they bring an external perspective and provide a sounding board. 
They offer support (the friend bit) and challenge (the critical part). 
The critical friend is someone who is encouraging and supportive 
but who also provides honest and often candid feedback that may 
be uncomfortable or difficult to hear; they speak truthfully but 
constructively about weaknesses, problems and difficult issues.

Like many business tools the critical friend concept first developed 
in another sector and emerged in the education sector in early 
1990s, the idea being that school or college governors were 
critical friends to the head. it was subsequently adopted in the 
public sector, being promoted in government departments by the 
Cabinet office.

for law firms the critical friend can be a major help in many 
situations.  if the choice of critical friend is carefully made then 
the one-to-one relationship between them and, say, a managing 
partner, can be of immense value if that relationship is one of 
respect and honesty. The tool is not only applicable to helping 
individuals; the critical friend can play a key role on a board or 
committee, providing an external view and a questioning of 
decisions. They can also support specific projects, working with 
either the leader or the whole team to question decisions and keep 
things on track, but not to take responsibility for specific tasks. 

above all the critical friend has the firm’s best interests at heart 
and provides those with that common interest with an additional 
but different lens to view their work. 

MarTin GriFFiTHs, Director, Richmonte Wells Ltd.

FirSt 100 YEarS 
e are using this month’s column to raise awareness of some 
exciting new initiatives from first 100 Years, the ambitious
video history project celebrating women in the law, which 

serjeants’ inn is privileged to support.

first 100 Years is showcasing the contribution of women to 
the legal profession over the five years leading up to the 2019 
centenary of the sex Disqualification (Removal) act, which paved 
the way for women to enter the profession.

To date over 20 video stories featuring women who have shaped 
the legal profession have been filmed. The list includes Baroness 
Brenda hale, Dame Linda Dobbs, shami Chakrabarti, former 
simmons & simmons senior partner Dame Janet Gaymer, and 
Rosemary Martin, general counsel at Vodafone. Videos can be 
viewed on the first 100 Years website at http://first100years.org.
uk/.

in august, first 100 Years launched its inspirational women in 
Law awards, which will identify and celebrate 10 female legal 
trailblazers who will provide an inspiration to the next generation 
of lawyers, driving change to ensure a strong and equal future for 
women in the profession.

The awards are truly inclusive; nominees have been sought from 
across the legal sector, including solicitors, barristers, in-house 
legal counsel, judges, magistrates and members of the iBC, CiLex, 
and the institute of Paralegals.

The award winners, who must have been working as a legal 
professional for less than ten years, will feature in a special chapter 
celebrating the next generation of pioneers in the digital exhibition 
that first 100 Years is curating for the British Museum.

The first winners will be announced at the project’s second annual 
conference, sPaRK21, on wednesday 9th november at simmons & 
simmons’ offices in the City of London.

The conference will include a series of panel discussions chaired 
by BBC woman’s hour’s Dame Jenni Murray. if you, like us, are 
committed to diversity within the legal profession, we would urge 
you to attend. full details are available on the website.

serjeants’ inn is proud to work closely with first 100 Years: with 
both Bridget Dolan QC and Katie Gollop QC taking silk this year, 
it underlines our commitment to equality and diversity in tangible 
terms. we have supported the initiative not just financially but 
also in practical ways, for example by becoming involved in the 
organisation of many of their events. as Director of Client Care at 
serjeants’ inn, i am delighted to be a Champion of the project and 
a trustee of spark 21, the charity running the campaign. Please 
do contact me - or indeed the founder, Dana Denis-smith - if you 
would like to support this excellent, inclusive project. 

CaTHerine CaLder, Solicitor & Director of Client Care, Serjeants’ 
Inn Chambers.
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